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There is a reason and it is because benzos have an ability to create insane tolerance and very subjective results
depending on your use of benzos. Ratiopharm is also awesome. But as has been discussed many imes, generics are no
different to brand Name, i would attribue it to eiher, taste, texture or placebo. Phizer owns the trademark name to Xanax,
so if you ever get a brand name xanax, its made by phizer. But, like I said the mind is a powerful thing! So I go in today
after seeing him and they only have generic ones. I still refuse the mylan alprazolam. I am not in this to get high - I just
want the best, highest quality Xanax product I can get. I suggested to my doc that he try writing me a script for a brand
name Xanax, rather than just the generic 2mg Mylan ones I've been getting The Mylan's kinda suck to be honest.
Otherwise, I could try going to other pharmacies like Wallgreens etc So, the brand name of Xanax in the U. The best
clonazepam I would say are EON. Exactly, if on your prescription it is written "Xanax" you are entitled to ask for xanax,
if they do not have it, they can order it for the next day normally I was of the mind that there is no difference between
brand name and generic drugs, it is only with the Benzos where this theory applies. If you are in Canada, Apotex is
awesome. CVS I assume most of you know this massive chain has been my pharmacy for a long time, and it's nice
having all my info and medcare all in the computers, so all I do is roll in, grab what I came for and pay a small co-pay
that my parents even reimburse me for. I was prescribed Xanax for years, always got generics, many different kinds of
generics over the years and I never noticed any difference, except that 2mgs felt stronger than 1mg, obviously. By
definition there is ONLY 1 brand name xanax, its called xanax. I also know purepac lorazepam ok I sound like a sales
rep lol, are the best ativanAug 13, - I have a bad reaction to Sandoz. Only Greenstone brand Alprazolam or Xanax works
for me. I see both brands come under the Giant Phisher name now. They have bought up many smaller manufacturers or
merged. JO. Josh Anderson 17 Feb Is Greenstone or Sandos labs more effective. Wicch do. Results 1 - 20 of 44 - I take
these Sandoz 2mg alprazolam, marked 'GG ' when in desperate need - the quality is pretty dire. A 2mg tablet feels more
like a 1mg to me (I normally use Xanax brand or Gador's excellent ALPLAX from Argentina); however I recently came
upon an image of a Sandoz USA 2mg bar whose imprint. Product Catalog. Search for generic or brand product names
using this interactive page. Sandoz in the US also publishes a generic-to-brand pocket guide which is available via mail.
Send a request via e-mail to rubeninorchids.com@rubeninorchids.com Include your name, address, phone number, and
number of copies requested. Feb 26, - I'm VERY confused here. I recently visited drugs dot com, and came across
Alprazolam made by Sandoz, with TWO different looks!? It doesn't have a Best Generic Brands for Opiates and Benzos.
Jul 11, - Has anybody tried more than one generic brand of Xanax or Alprazolam? Which brand do you use or have you
used? What differences could you notice between the brands? Which do you prefer? I started using Sandoz brand. I have
always been skeptical about the whole anxiety thing and medication but. Generic Xanax. The best generic brands are as
follows 1) Greenstone - as they are manufactured by the same pharmaceutical company that makes the brand name pills
and 2) Sandoz - they are as close to real thing, as a generic (other than Greenstone) can get to the brand name. My doctor
always rights. I went on some drug board and found a discussion about the generics and that they have a 20% variation
in bioavailability. It also said there is a difference in strength of the generics, and that SANDOZ is one of the weakest,
and Greenstone (a division of Upjohn?) is the closest to the name brand Xanax. Jun 13, - Q. The generic form of Xanax,
alprazolam, does not work for me. It is at best 50 percent effective. A few years ago I was given alprazolam in place of
Xanax. My panic attacks came back with a vengeance. I kept thinking I had missed a dose. After three refills over three
months and a visit to my doctor, I asked. I suggested to my doc that he try writing me a script for a brand name Xanax,
rather than just the generic 2mg Mylan ones I've been getting. although i suport the theory that 2 mgs is 2 mgs, and 1 mg
is 1 mg no matter what generic it is, i have found that the best generic is sandoz. i only buy bars for. Contrast agent
Braccho/Schering AG/Daiichi Losec Peptic ulcer Astra/Merck and Co Rocephin Antibiotic Roche Seldane Hay fever
Marion Merrell Dow Xanax Tranquilliser Upjohn Becotide Asthma Glaxo Sandimmun Immunosuppressant Sandoz *
Brand names of the drugs are trade marks.
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